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Crafted with top-tier quality, this tint film effectively blocks 99% of harmful UV rays, safeguarding your skin and preserving your car’s 
interior. With glare reduction of up to 94%, it ensures a more comfortable driving experience. Its deep limo tint not only adds a touch of 
elegance to your car but also shields it from unwanted attention.

lifetime 
warranty

3 years
storage

(-5 - +40°C)

REACH 
RoHS 

compliant

V1 19/07/23

construction
1. “Hard” scratch resistant layer, for durability and ease of

  maintenance during window cleaning

2. Dyed polyester without optical distortion

3. PS adhesive, glass polymerization 

   within 15 days

4. Protection release liner, disposable 

   after installation

Clear single pane Yes

Tinted single pane Caution

Reflective tinted single pane No

Clear double pane No

Tinted double pane No

Reflective tinted double pane Yes

Gas-filled double pane - Low E No

STADIP EXT. clear double pane No

STADIP INT. clear double pane No

installation advice
Vertical installation and on standard glass surface* 

*Recommendations provided on the basis of a glazed 
surface covering up to 2.5m2, contact us for definitive 
details or to obtain a thermal chock analysis report.

maintenance instructions
Soapy water solution, do not clean for at least 

a month and do not apply any type of sticker or 

adhesive on the film. 

Non-contractual data, Victory Design Ltd reserves the right to 

modify the composition of its films at any time. 

Ultraviolet transmission 1%

Visible light transmission 6%

Reflection of external visible light 5%

Reflection of internal visible light 5%

Total solar energy rejected 32%

Total solar energy rejected 2 32%

Solar ratio:

    Solar energy reflection 55%

    Solar energy absorption 33%

    Solar energy transmission 12%

Reduction in Solar Glare 94%

g-value 0.6

u-value 

Shading coefficient

Installation type Internal

Roll length 30.5m

PET / PVC construction PET

Thickness 25µ

Colour: BLACK

specification
Data calculated based on film applied to clear glass 3 mm thick 
(*on double glazing 4-16-4) 


